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Face the world's fiercest dinosaurs and make it back to the future in one piece! You're a physics student with a dream: travel
back in time and document the world of dinosa 5d3b920ae0
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I enjoyed it overall but was really disappointed with the ending, for example I brought back a literal dinosaur and other bits and
pieces of dinosaurs I killed while having tons of film of being back in the dinosaur ages while also produing movies about the
science of time travel/dinosaurs. But everyone still thinks I didn't invent time travel because of what some rich guy said, despite
having living proof.. Felt extremely railroaded.. This game costed me 7 minutes of my life time. It's complete crab.. Felt
extremely railroaded.. I enjoyed it overall but was really disappointed with the ending, for example I brought back a literal
dinosaur and other bits and pieces of dinosaurs I killed while having tons of film of being back in the dinosaur ages while also
produing movies about the science of time travel/dinosaurs. But everyone still thinks I didn't invent time travel because of what
some rich guy said, despite having living proof.. The story is mediocre and dull. The choices presented are wide ranged with
multiple stats. Buy only if you like the demo and just want to pass time.. I enjoyed it overall but was really disappointed with the
ending, for example I brought back a literal dinosaur and other bits and pieces of dinosaurs I killed while having tons of film of
being back in the dinosaur ages while also produing movies about the science of time travel/dinosaurs. But everyone still thinks I
didn't invent time travel because of what some rich guy said, despite having living proof.. Another great and absorbing story. I
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loved seeing the development of the characters, and all ended well. I'm slightly disappointed I don't have my own dinosaur
though. 10/10.
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